Porsche boxter

The first generation Boxster was introduced in ; the second generation Boxster and the Cayman
arrived in late ; and the third generation launched in Since the introduction of the fourth
generation in , the two models have been marketed as the Porsche Boxster and Porsche
Cayman. The nameplate Boxster is a portmanteau of boxer, a reference to its flat or boxer
engine , and roadster , a reference to the body style. The nameplate Cayman is an alternative
spelling of caiman , a member of the alligator family. The Porsche Boxster is a mid-engine
two-seater roadster. It was Porsche's first road vehicle to be originally designed as a roadster
since the The first-generation Boxster the was introduced in late ; it was powered by a 2. The
design was heavily influenced by the Boxster Concept. In , the base model was upgraded to a 2.
In , styling and engine output was upgraded on both variants. Production of the began at the
former facility in Stuttgart , Germany in Valmet Automotive also manufactured Boxsters under
contract to Porsche at a facility in Uusikaupunki , Finland. The Boxster was Porsche's biggest
volume seller from its introduction in until the introduction of the Cayenne sport utility vehicle
in In , Porsche debuted the second generation of the Boxster, the type , with a more powerful
engine and styling inspired by the Carrera GT. Engine output increased in , when the Boxster
models received the engines from their corresponding Cayman variants. In , the Boxster models
received several new cosmetic and mechanical upgrades, further increasing engine output and
performance. The third generation Boxster type was launched at the Geneva Motor Show. All
Caymans were manufactured in Finland by Valmet Automotive. The car is not named after the
Cayman Islands. Both the car and the islands are named after the caiman , a member of the
alligator family. When the Cayman arrived at dealerships for sale, the automaker adopted four
caimans at Stuttgart 's Wilhelma Zoo. Porsche brought an infringement lawsuit in against Crocs
, the maker of the popular rubber shoes. At issue was the footwear company's clog name also
called Cayman. An injunction was granted against Crocs Europe, a division of the Longmont,
Colorado-based shoe company preventing their use in Germany of the Cayman name.
Introduced in for the model year, the Porsche Boxster and Cayman were renamed the Porsche
Boxster and Porsche Cayman internally called the , reviving the historic moniker while
switching engines from naturally-aspirated flat sixes to small-displacement flat-four
turbocharged units. The new Cayman was also repositioned with an entry price lower than that
of the Boxster, in keeping with Porsche's higher pricing for roadster models. Grant Larson's
design, inspired by the Cabriolet, Speedster, and Spyder , stimulated a commercial turnaround
for Porsche. Through consultation with Toyota. Porsche began widely sharing parts among
models and slashed costs. By October following a visit to the Tokyo Motor Show , Porsche in
dire straits, began to devise solutions to succeed the poor selling and incoming a heavy update
of the In February , Porsche began development of a successor to the mildly updated for and
recently released By June , out of 4 proposals based on dual collaboration between the and
successor design teams, a proposal by Grant Larson and Pinky Lai was chosen by Harm
Lagaay. In August , a decision was made to develop the concept into a show vehicle, in time for
the North American International Auto Show. After garnering widespread acclaim from the press
and public upon presentation of the Boxster Concept in January , the final production
production exterior design by Larson was frozen in March However, by the second half of ,
difficulties arose with fitment of some components, resulting in lengthening of the hood and
requiring another design freeze by fourth quarter of that year. Prototypes in bodies were built to
test the mid-engine power train of the by the end of , with proper prototypes surfacing in Pilot
production began in the second half of , ahead of series production in mid The Boxster was
released ahead of the The Boxster had the same bonnet, front wings, headlights, interior and
engine architecture as the All and Boxsters use the M96, a water-cooled, horizontally opposed
"flat" , six-cylinder engine. It was Porsche's first water-cooled non-front engine. In the Boxster,
it is placed in a mid-engine layout, while in the , the classic rear-engine layout was used. The
mid-engine layout provides a low center of gravity, a near-perfect weight distribution, and
neutral handling. The engines had a number of failures, resulting in cracked or slipped cylinder
liners, which were resolved by a minor redesign and better control of the casting process in late
A failure for these early engines was a spate of porous engine blocks, as the manufacturer had
difficulty in the casting process. In addition to causing problems with coolant and oil systems
mingling fluids, it also resulted in Porsche's decision to repair faulty engines by boring out the
cast sleeves on the cylinders where defects were noted in production and inserting new sleeves
rather than scrapping the engine block. Normally, the cylinder walls are cast at the same time as
the rest of the engine, this being the reason for adopting the casting technology. The model
received a minor facelift in The plastic rear window was replaced by a smaller glass window.
The interior received a glove compartment, new electro-mechanical hood and trunk release
mechanism with an electronic emergency release in the fuse box panel and an updated steering
wheel. Porsche installed a reworked exhaust pipe and air intake. In addition, the front

headlight's amber indicators were replaced with clear indicators. The rear light cluster was also
changed with translucent grey turn signals replacing the amber ones. The side marker lights on
the front wings were changed as well from amber to clear, except on American market cars
where they remained amber. The bumpers were also changed slightly for a more defined,
chiseled appearance, and new wheel designs were made available. The second generation of
the Boxster debuted at the Paris Motor Show with the and became available for sale in Revised
styling included modified headlights, larger side intake vents and enlarged wheel arches to
allow wheels up to 19 inches in diameter. Interior revisions included a more prominent circular
theme for the instrument cluster and cooling vents. The base engine is a 2. For , the base
Boxster received a revised engine featuring VarioCam Plus and the Boxster S engine was
upgraded from 3. These upgrades made the Boxster series and the Cayman series equivalent in
terms of power. The is the last generation of the Boxster and Cayman series with hydraulic
steering. The base Cayman followed in July Both the Cayman and second generation Boxster
roadster share their mid-engine platform and many components, including the front fenders and
trunk lid, doors, headlights, taillights, and forward portion of the interior. The suspension
design is fundamentally the same as that of the Boxster with revised settings due to the stiffer
chassis with the car's fixed roof. The Cayman S was powered by a 3. An electronically
controlled 5-speed automatic Tiptronic was also available on the S and base models. The
Boxster and Boxster S models received a facelift in Changes included an increase in engine
displacement to 2. Both models now came standard with a new 6-speed manual gearbox and
were available with a 7-speed Porsche Doppelkupplungsgetriebe PDK dual clutch gearbox.
Cosmetic changes included new head and tail lights, larger front air intakes with incorporated
day time running lights , and an altered lower rear end flanked by twin diffusers. A facelift of the
Porsche Cayman followed in February As with the Boxster, the base Cayman's engine
displacement was increased to 2. A limited slip differential was now a factory option. The
third-generation Boxster internally known as the was announced on 13 March at the Geneva
Motor Show with sales starting in early summer The Boxster reflects the new design language
from the and , and features new and revised engine and transmission specifications. The
standard Boxster was fitted with a new 2. Both engines are equipped with a 6-speed manual
gearbox and an optional 7-speed reworked PDK. Both manual and automatic models were
available with several technical options including Porsche Torque Vectoring PTV and a Sport
Chrono Package that includes active transmission mounts, and makes the PDK-equipped model
even faster. The second generation Cayman was unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show. The
production version of the Cayman was released as a model in the spring of The new car was
available in both the standard trim with a 2. Both versions are available with either a 6-speed
manual or a dual-clutch 7-speed PDK transmission. The Cayman features upgrades including a
new body, a longer wheelbase, a wider front track, electric steering, and a redesigned interior
that matches the firm's contemporary models. The new model gained acclaim in the motoring
press as one of the best handling sports cars at any price, due to its-mid engine layout and
driving dynamics. The Cayman S benefits from the same engine and running gear as Porsche's
latest 3. With the new generation, the marketing designation of the Boxster and Cayman was
changed to Porsche , a nod to Porsche's racing heritage that won the Targa Florio race in and
The timeline of the release started in , with first model availability scheduled for June. The base
models featured two new horizontally-opposed flat-4 turbocharged engines of 2. In October , the
GTS models were announced with their 2. In , the GTS 4. In the GTS 4. The GTS comes standard
with a six-speed manual gearbox and a mechanical limited slip differential. The exterior of the
Boxster and Cayman is very similar to the third generation, in fact more of an evolution than a
redesign. The most notable changes are to the rear of the car, which now has a long black-trim
bar across the rear connecting the two taillights. The headlights and bumper are also heavily
reworked. On the sides, the mirrors have been redesigned, taking hue from the SportDesign
mirrors on the GT3. Porsche also began offering additional exterior color options including
Miami Blue, Chalk, and Graphite Blue Metallic. The main change is the new PCM 4. In spite of
the view of some that the new engine "cheapens the experience", [25] the Cayman was declared
Motor Trend's 2nd best Drivers car in , which praised the car's handling and throttle response.
Giving the award, Miguel Cortina noted, "The suspension is just what you want to feel in a car
like thisâ€”stiff, sporty, rigid. You get a very good sense of what is happening on the road. The
Boxster as well as Boxster and Cayman have experienced complete engine failures. Some
Boxster models manufactured between 4 May and 21 February have suffered complete engine
failure due to a fault with the intermediate shaft IMS bearing , which resulted in a class action
lawsuit against Porsche Cars North America referred to as Eisen v. Porsche Cars North
America. A settlement was agreed in March , subject to court approval. Other types of engine
failure experienced in the Boxster are not addressed by this suit. Additionally, the issues are

not limited to the model years covered in the suit, or to the Boxster; the Cayman and share the
same type of engine and are also affected. In fact, all model years of Boxster, Cayman and
manufactured between and with the exception of the and Turbo, GT3, and GT2 models are
subject to the now-notorious IMS bearing failure. On March 5, , Porsche issued a recall on over
14, Caymans and Boxsters, due to a luggage compartment bracket that could puncture the fuel
tank in certain collision instances. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from
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Commons. Porsche Boxster Spyder Sports car S. Rear mid-engine, rear-wheel drive. Boxster
Cayman Panamera Grand tourers. Taycan 9J1. Carrera GT Macan 95B. Cayenne 9PA. Cayenne
92A. Cayenne 9Y0. GND : Few vehicles fulfill their intended mission as well as the Porsche
Boxster does, and that's why it's on both our 10Best and Editors' Choice lists. The same goes
for its coupe brother, the Cayman. This car's mid-engine design and sport-tuned chassis help it
to deliver perfectly balanced driving dynamics, and its lineup of horizontally opposed four- and
six-cylinder engines provide plenty of power to accompany this roadster's sharp handling.
Buyers can choose between a six-speed manual transmission and a quick-shifting seven-speed
automatic for this rear-driver. Drop the top, let the wind rush through your hair, and enjoy all the
performance and driving satisfaction that Porsche can deliver for thousands of dollars less than
a Porsche also upped the ante with more standard equipment for , including dual-zone
automatic climate control, heated front seats, auto-dimming mirrors with a rain sensor, Apple
CarPlay integration, and bixenon headlamps. For those shopping without limits, the GTS 4. We
get that. So for those on a budget, the S model is where it's at. The available PDK automatic
transmission is excellent, but this car really calls for the manual. We'd recommend keeping the
options to a minimum, selecting only the lowered suspension with adaptive dampers, a
limited-slip rear differential, and ventilated seats. The Boxster offers three engines: a hp
turbocharged 2. Each comes paired with a truly satisfying six-speed manual transmission, but
buyers can opt for Porsche's clairvoyant seven-speed automatic. The base and S models are
great fun and performed well in our testing. We haven't had the opportunity to put our gear on
the new GTS 4. The Boxster's handling and steering prowess inspire deep affection. The
mid-engine layout helps the Boxster feel balanced and stable through corners, while the
brilliantly communicative steering reacts quickly and accurately to even small inputs. Extras
such as Porsche's adaptive dampers and an available torque-vectoring rear differential only
improve this car's handling, but even base-spec Boxsters behave precisely the way we want
them to. The base Boxster, with a turbo 2. Opting for the seven-speed dual-clutch automatic
earns buyers 1 mpg more in each category. The S and GTS models fair only slightly worse.
We've tested both a base Boxster and an S on our mile highway fuel-economy route, and both
models outperformed their EPA ratings, with results of 33 mpg and 28 mpg, respectively. The
Boxster's interior has a little more plastic than we'd expect in a car that costs this much, but

buyers can cover the console lid, door-panel trim, and instrument-cluster top in leather for a
relatively reasonable price. The Boxster's two flimsy dash-mounted pop-out cupholders have
limited utility and reveal a cultural disdain for driving with beveragesâ€”Germans don't drink
their Nachmittagskaffee while driving, after all. If you're looking for a car that'll hold your entire
life within its cabin, look elsewhere. This two-seater is seriously lacking in room. And while
neither the Boxster nor the Cayman has a truly useful storage space, each at least provides a
front and rear cargo compartment. One carry-on suitcase fits in the back and two fit in the frunk.
We'd usually complain about a mere two USB ports, but given this car seats only two, how
many more ports do you need? There's also a standard CD player for those drivers who still
listen to CDs. Buyers can opt for navigation and a Wi-Fi hotspot. Porsche now provides Apple
CarPlay integration as standard fare, but Android Auto is still not offered. The car doesn't have
a lot of driver-assistance technology , but we're at least glad of the standard backup camera and
parking sensors. Key safety features include:. Porsche offers a warranty package that is slightly
above average for the class and provides longer bumper-to-bumper coverage than the
Chevrolet Corvette. That said, it pales in comparison to the coverage offered on the Jaguar
F-type. That car beats all challengers with the longest terms and a generous five years or 60,
miles of complimentary scheduled maintenance. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp rpm Torque:
lb-ft rpm. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View
Photos. Drew Dorian. More on the Porsche Boxster. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand
Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Porsche. Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Great response, attentive salesman, could not
agree on financing so I am exploring cash purchase.. My experience with this dealer was pretty
shady. How that happens ,I dont know. I had left for my trade in and they didn't even count that
money into my down payment. They counted that money to keep it for themselves. Wish I could
select 5 stars twice Excellent customer service from Manuel. The rest of the team were helpful,
courteous and personable. Made my car buying experience hassle-free. Still interested but
pointless. Seems like a scam. Steve Thiel is an exceptional rep. We spoke for a good 30 minutes
about the car, about my collection and my interest. He is truly a "car guy" and he gets it.
Hopefully we will have a chance to do business together in the future. Bought Car. Was
clean,Ready test drive. Guys were knowledgeable and fair. Id buy another from them. Top knock
exsperiance. Appreciate the honesty. Great experience all around. I dealt with three different
people and all of them were very accommodating, professional and courteous. The dealer
responded quickly and offered any help to answer questions for the vehicle I had inquired about
on Cargurus. I didn't end up buying from them but would consider it later on if I am in the
market. Salesman not responding in a timely manner on status of vehicle of interest. Fail to
return calls. Quick to mention no discounts, no price negotiations. Vehicle was not available to
test drive it due to in shop repair. Still awaiting repair status.. They treated me like royalty.
Everyone I was in contact with was real nice, and professional. I love the truck, and I would go
back there again for a vehicle. I am from out of state, I worked with Gina it was a very easy
process over the phone. The car was delivered in less than 24hrs and arrived in great condition.
I am awaiting follow-up information.. Friendly to work with, responsive and forthcoming. Will be
buying more cars here in the future. Car has been lowered and modified. Salesman is great, but
price and car is not worth it. I haven't bought a car in over 20 years, and Angello made this so
smooth it was like breathing. The Porsche Boxster is a two-seat, open top roadster that
occupies the position of entry-level vehicle in the Porsche pantheon. When introduced in , it
was Porsche's first all-new vehicle in almost 20 years, and naturally generated a lot of
excitement in the period between its announcement in and its appearance in showrooms four
years later. It was also an essential car for Porsche, since the German automaker was striving to
keep up with its competition. The Boxster gave Porsche a chance to wade into those
competitive waters. For its first year, the Boxster came with a water-cooled horsepower, 2. Also,
as opposed to being a rear engine, such as in the , the Boxster's powerplant was classified as a
mid-engine, since it was situated behind the driving compartment but ahead of the rear axle. In
its early years, a five-speed manual transmission was standard in the Boxster, while an
five-speed Tiptronic transmission was optional. The Tiptronic was an automatic transmission
with a gate that enabled the driver to shift manually, depending on driving conditions. In , the
Boxster S, a higher-performance model, made its debut. Power was provided by a horsepower,
3. The standard, or base, Boxster also received a power boost for , to a horsepower, 2. Power
was increased again in , with the base Boxster getting a boost to horsepower and the Boxster S
seeing a bump up to horsepower. A few minor changes were made to the exterior as well,
although the roadster received a more extensive redesign in For , the engines for both the
Boxster and Boxster S received VarioCam Plus, which continually adjusts valve timing for
optimal performance. As a result, power for the base Boxster was boosted to , while the Boxster

S's 3. The Porsche Boxster arrived for the model year as a mid-engine convertible aimed at
more entry-level shoppers than the typical Porsche. Powered by a flat-6 engine mounted behind
the driver, the Boxster combined sporty driving performance with classic roadster looks,
inspired by the Spyder. Nearly ten years later, for the model year, Porsche revealed the
Boxster's coupe cousin, the Cayman. Over its first three generations, the Boxster underwent
subtle styling changes but retained its general shape and design. The second-generation car
carried some design influence from the Carrera GT supercar, while the third-generation car
absorbed design themes from the , Porsche's flagship sports car. Costing significantly less
than the , the Boxster was an attractive option for shoppers looking for a high-performance
vehicle. The Boxster's engine displacement and power grew over the years, as well, with the
Boxster evolving from its original 2. In , Porsche altered the Boxster's name and recipe,
debuting it as the new Boxster. For the first time ever, this Boxster featured a turbocharged
flat-4 engine producing between and horsepower. While some enthusiasts questioned the
performance of a turbocharged 4-cylinder Boxster, Porsche maintained that the new engine
allowed it to be a lighter, quicker, and more efficient sports car. Used Porsche Boxster for Sale
Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Porsche Boxster listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Matt. Springfield, MO
Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Greg. Sunnyvale, CA Message Seller. Authorized
Porsche Dealer. Read more. Porsche Boxster Reviews Review. A beautiful and nicely equipped
model. Minor collision damage noted on Carfax has substantially lowered the perceived value.
Could make a nice driver for someone willing to get a PPI performed on it before buying. Bought
it for my girl friend she loves it, I took it for a spin it sticks to the road like it is magnetic, It is
more spacious inside than I thought it would be and it has plenty of luggage space. I know
every car has its problems, and I was looking to get away from the M96 gen engine. This car is
the S trim level which is what I was looking for. This car is a theft recovery and suffered a fender
bender, but it is in my price range so I bought it. They did a good job repairing it and the dealer
was honest and open, also helpful. Porsche dealers in Atlanta GA. Porsche dealers in Chicago
IL. Porsche dealers in Dallas TX. Porsche dealers in Houston TX. Porsche dealers in Los
Angeles CA. Porsche dealers in Miami FL. Porsche dealers in New York NY. Porsche dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Porsche dealers in Washington DC. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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mb sls
torque converter noise diagnosis
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

